
Montrose Biology

Ecologies allows students of all levels to model the flow of energy 
through ecosystems, as well as experiment with the resilience or 
fragility of ecosystems depending on their biodiversity and abiotic/
biotic factors.

Through hands-on learning, as well as constant dialogue and 
negotiation throughout the game, students are more likely to 
understand and internalize ecological concepts, vocabulary, and 
underlying system mechanics.

What’s included:
This guide includes:

• specific standards and how they are applicable

• recommendations for structuring gameplay

• a classroom worksheet with answer key

• rulebook with included concepts and vocabulary
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Specific standards referenced 
are from Middle School and High 
School NGSS standards.

Ecologies Teaching Guide
How to implement standards-based learning for all student levels.



Montrose Biology

Standards:
MS-LS1-6. Construct a scientific explanation based on evidence 
for the role of photosynthesis in the cycling of matter and flow 
of energy into and out of organisms. 

Students explain how producers are able to capture the sun’s 
energy and transfer that energy via sugars, first to primary 
consumers, and then to other trophic levels. 

MS-LS2-2. Construct an explanation that predicts patterns of 
interactions among organisms across multiple ecosystems. 

Students explain how ecosystems in each biome follow similar 
patterns of predator and prey interactions, and predict how 
ecosystems will be affected by changes in these relationships. 

MS-LS2-3. Develop a model to describe the cycling of matter 
and flow of energy among living and nonliving parts of an 
ecosystem. 

Students model a food web with cards, complete with 
explanations of the physical terrain and abiotic/biotic factors that 
might affect the biome and food webs within. 

MS-LS2-5. Evaluate competing design solutions for maintaining 
biodiversity and ecosystem services. 

Students propose and evaluate strategies for building and 
maintaining healthy ecosystems, using biodiversity as the main 
indicator of ecosystem health. 

HS-LS1-5. Use a model to illustrate how photosynthesis 
transforms light energy into stored chemical energy. 

Students model with cards the concept of sunlight being the 
ultimate energy source for life on Earth and how light energy is 
transformed through each trophic level, and even recycled 
through the actions of decomposers and detritivores. 
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HS-LS2-4. Use mathematical representations to support claims 
for the cycling of matter and flow of energy among organisms in 
an ecosystem. 

The point system in the game rewards players for maintaining 
higher trophic levels, as this becomes harder and harder as 
energy is lost at each level. The inverse relationship of available 
energy in the web and game points drives home the concept of 
higher trophic levels being more precarious and needing support 
from below.  

HS-LS2-6. Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning that the 
complex interactions in ecosystems maintain relatively 
consistent numbers and types of organisms in stable conditions, 
but changing conditions may result in a new ecosystem. 

Students evaluate different game strategies based on the 
reasoning that changes to their food webs have knock-on effects 
that can destabilize their point total in the game and change the 
type of ecosystem the build. 

HS-LS4-6. Create or revise a simulation to test a solution to 
mitigate adverse impacts of human activity on biodiversity. 

Various abiotic/biotic factor cards simulate human impacts on 
biodiversity and students must both try to solve this problem in 
the game with cards but also think of possible ways to revise the 
game in ways that would better reflect challenges and solutions 
to biodiversity loss. 
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Gameplay 
Recommendations:

Time: 

Most games take 60-90 minutes to play with around 4 players. 
Fewer players usually means a quicker game and more players 
translates to a longer game. The simplified version that makes 
every card worth one point and does not recycle the discard pile 
usually results in a game 30-50 minutes long. With set class times 
you can also announce that the winner is the person with the most 
points when time runs out. The included worksheet can also take 
students 60-90 minutes depending on student age and whether or 
not they work on it while playing the game, or do it afterwards.

Players: 

The game accommodates 1-6 players, but plays best with about 4 
people per group. Teachers have had success pairing students into 
2-person teams that share a hand of cards, meaning 8 students play 
a 4 person game of Ecologies. This is the best way to stretch the 
amount of decks used in a classroom. On the other side of the 
spectrum, 2-player games are still vary effective and included solo 
play rules allow one person to practice the concepts.

Class Prep 

It is helpful but not necessary to review ecological vocabulary 
words like producer, consumer, biotic factor, abiotic factor, trophic 
level, etc. with students before the game. Students can read the 
rules as a group before starting, but there are also 5-minute 
youtube videos available to quickly go over the rules of the game 
before starting. Ask students to pay attention during the game to 
how their actions and food webs accurately or inaccurately reflect 
nature in the real world. This encourages critical thinking and 
evaluation of a model that is fun and informative, but also 
necessarily simplistic and incomplete, as nature is far more 
complicated than a card game.
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Ecologies Card Game    Name____________________________  Per_________ 
 
 
 
 
 

1. According to the game, what are some examples of biotic and abiotic factors that affect ecosystems? 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Why is it that when your food web loses all of its producers (autotrophs), you have to discard all the 
other cards, but when you lose consumers (heterotrophs), you can usually move cards around and 
make the web work again? 

 
 
 
 
 

3. Did you end up with a lot of tertiary and/or quaternary consumers in your food webs? Why do you 
think it turned out this way? 

 
 
 
 
 

4. Why do you think different biomes have different food webs? What was realistic about the organisms 
in each biome? What was unrealistic about the game? 

 
 
 
 
 

5. Which is more stable and which is more fragile in the game, a large food web with different organisms 
or a small food web with just a few organisms? What does this say about biodiversity in real life? 

 
 
 
 
 

6. Did you change any rules to make the game play better or act more realistic? If you were to redesign 
this game, what would you change and how would your changes affect the scientific accuracy of the 
game?  
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Students should be able to locate biotic and abiotic factor cards in the deck and explain
how they affect ecosystems.

Students should identify producers as unique in their ability to transfer the energy of the
the sun into usable energy for higher trophic levels. They are foundational and food webs
cannot exist without them. Many consumers, on the other hand, are easily replaced by
organisms feeding at higher or lower trophic levels to fill the vacuum created by their loss.

Students should identify that higher trophic level organisms are more rare, as it takes
a lot of organisms below to support their existence. This is because energy is lost at
each feeding event and there is less overall energy available at higher trophic levels.

Students should explain that different physical environments will favor organisms with
different characteristics and behaviors. Realistic aspects can include any accurate
modeling the game achieves. Unrealistic aspects include simplicity and gameplay 
choices like restricting certain animals to only one biome in order to balance the game.

Students should identify biodiversity as the main indicator of a healthy ecosystem. 
This is because multiple species create redundancy and allow for one organism to take
over a certain role or niche in the event that a specific species goes extinct. Simple webs
are fragile because they lack diversity, and complex webs are resilient when facing challenges.

Students should demonstrate understanding through critical thinking about the
game's design, it's accuracies, and its limitations. Changing the rules or redesigning
the game's structure allows students to show deeper understanding of the underlying
systems being represented and to evaluate important modeling criteria. 

Teacher's Key


















































